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TTTTTababababable ofle ofle ofle ofle of  Contents Contents Contents Contents Contents

1.1.1.1.1. ExExExExExecutiecutiecutiecutiecutivvvvve Summare Summare Summare Summare Summaryyyyy
Our Aim:Our Aim:Our Aim:Our Aim:Our Aim:

This passage served as our Mission Statement throughout the Company Program

PrPrPrPrProducts:oducts:oducts:oducts:oducts:
The Minitorch (a small, battery-powered, LED torch)
Paradigm Shift (an originally designed and developed computer game)

CompanCompanCompanCompanCompany Py Py Py Py Perferferferferfororororormance:mance:mance:mance:mance:
We have successfully researched, developed, and marketed multiple electronic goods.  The sales of  these products has resulted
in a significant profit margin which, upon the completion of  trading and the liquidation of  our company, will be distributed
to the Young Enterprise Charity, Greenhouse Charity (the Charity supported by Ellipsis),  our shareholders, and to our
registered achievers (as salaries for the time and effort they have devoted to our company).

SummarSummarSummarSummarSummary ofy ofy ofy ofy of  Financial R Financial R Financial R Financial R Financial Results:esults:esults:esults:esults:
Current Financial situation (at time of  Business report creation – values based on interim reports; trading to continue post-
publication of  Business Report)

Total Sales:      £1262.43 (post YE VAT)
Total Purchases:        £490.15 (post YE VAT)
Value of Outstanding Stock:    £600.00

Current Predicted Profit: £1260.47
(post YE VAT and minus cost for location, registra-

tion fee etc. including assumed sale out outstanding
stock at calculated value)
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2.2.2.2.2. TTTTThe Ellipsis he Ellipsis he Ellipsis he Ellipsis he Ellipsis TTTTTeam – Diream – Diream – Diream – Diream – Directors and Rectors and Rectors and Rectors and Rectors and Rolesolesolesolesoles
The Ellipsis Team was organized as follows:

RRRRReasons feasons feasons feasons feasons for cor cor cor cor changhanghanghanghanges at Jes at Jes at Jes at Jes at Januaranuaranuaranuaranuary Ry Ry Ry Ry Re-elections fe-elections fe-elections fe-elections fe-elections for Diror Diror Diror Diror Directorsectorsectorsectorsectors:
· Resignation of  Alexander Mehra.
· Elevated status of  programming team for computer game as there was no need for them to have specific jobs so

that they are no longer forced to deal with two jobs at once
· The changes we made were limited in extent because;

1. In order to maintain a winning team: early success in sales and projects implied existing directors were
performing well

2. To maintain continuity in specialist areas: for example it would be difficult to train someone to deal with
accounts as the old Financial Director had established his own methods of  doing it.

3. Creation of  separate posts such as Research and Development (Programming Department): a position not
outlined by Young Enterprise but one we felt was necessary to the optimization of  our company’s plans.

OrOrOrOrOrggggganisation ofanisation ofanisation ofanisation ofanisation of  Meetings Meetings Meetings Meetings Meetings

· To commence we decided to hold a short preliminary meeting of  all board members on Wednesdays and again
on Thursday.

· Wednesday
o Preliminary meeting, summary of  week’s work.  In preparation for Thursday’s main meeting.  Abandoned

once the company began functioning smoothly and it was decided Wednesday meetings were no longer
necessary.

· Thursday
o Main meeting, at which advisors were present.  Major issues discussed such as votes, pricing, allocation

of  responsibilities to functional groups – anything requiring a decision by the Board of  Directors.
o Reports by sub-committees and Research and Development teams given each week as well.
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· Other meetings were held outside of  normal meeting times if  deemed necessary:
o Design and creative teams and sub-committees met to prepare presentations and consolidate product

research.
o Construction sessions (for products) held if there were major events upcoming where stock was required.
o Extra Board Meetings were occasionally held when major events were in the imminent future, e.g. the

major Board Meeting held outside of  normal times to allow Directors to give coordinated input into
the construction of  the Business Report.

CommunicationsCommunicationsCommunicationsCommunicationsCommunications

· One of  the first problems identified was the problem of communication amongst directors in between meetings.
As there was no common means of  communication (people used incompatible “instant messenger” providers
and phone calls were limited to one-on-one communication).

· Therefore a centralized means of  communication was created in the form of  an online forum
(http://forum.ellipsisgroup.info) on a server specific to Ellipsis to which all members had access.

· The server was designed and arranged by our Information Technology Director who  administered over the
2086 articles generated over the course of  the program

.
· The forum was designed to be accessible by all members so long as they had access to a computer with an

internet connection.  Each director and both advisors chose a specific member name and password to allow
them to access the forum, while at the same time limiting the users to members of  Ellipsis (thus preventing
unlimited access to information private to Ellipsis).

· This forum has been an integral part of  the company.  Through it people have been able to:
o Learn about upcoming meetings, production sessions for products, major events (such as Trade Fairs)

and so on.
o Review the minutes for each meeting (published within a few days pf  the meeting by the Company

Secretary), and the current financial situation (updated at regular intervals by our Financial Director).
o Ascertain the results of  recent ventures (such as sales events).
o Submit ideas for potential products, marketing campaigns, sales events.
o Discuss major issues on the Ellipsis Online Board Room (an online chat room developed for the use of

the directors).
o Check which sub-committees they are on and their assignments for the next meeting.
o Review upcoming deadlines on the Forum Calendar.

· We created an Ellipsis website to allow the public to contact us, learn about our products, or know when we
would next be selling our products, at http://www.ellipsisgroup.info,

· Our online address is printed on each product we sell, our official documentation and our personal business
cards (extra ones we had printed so that
we would be able to distribute them to
public members).

Overall our organisation, whether over the internet,
at board meetings, or even over the phone, has been
effective in maintaining contact with the members
and the public (our customers).
The site has kept the board informed and has helped
us to respond efficiently and rapidly to any issues as
they arose during our time at Young Enterprise,
which was vital given the short timeframe of  the
Young Enterprise Program does not permit delays,
but demands decisiveness.
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3.3.3.3.3. PrPrPrPrProducts – Products – Products – Products – Products – Processes and Markocesses and Markocesses and Markocesses and Markocesses and Marketingetingetingetingeting
Initial ConceInitial ConceInitial ConceInitial ConceInitial Conceptsptsptsptspts
From the very start we were full of  interesting ideas and thoughts. In fact, our main problem was not the creation of  ideas,
but the elimination of  some of  them to end up with efficient, workable and successful products. The initial list of  ideas
included:

- Student Art
- Noise eliminator
- Bath depth measurer
- Designer pencil cases
- Boxer shorts with pockets
- Selling market research to established companies
- Book of  Celebrity school experiences
- LED torch
- Computer Game

PrPrPrPrProduct selectionoduct selectionoduct selectionoduct selectionoduct selection
Each idea had advantages and disadvantages, but the common factors for eliminating ideas were market size and production
feasibility.  S.W.O.T. analyses were performed on each to identify the most desirable product. The final products decided
upon were the computer game, which was both challenging to produce and innovative and the LED torch, which could be
made rapidly to generate cash to fund the development of  the computer game.
These products gave us a basic company identity as a hybrid electronics/electrical goods company.

MinitorMinitorMinitorMinitorMinitorccccchhhhh (small torch); Released 22nd October, 2004
- A simple electrical circuit consisting of  an LED, battery and switch, and was designed by one of
the members of  the Board of  Directors.
- Each Minitorch was constructed entirely by members of  Ellipsis.
- This was chosen because of  its simplicity and originality and the large potential target market.
- Priced at £3 each based on materials cost and evaluation of  market.  This was not too expensive
compared to rival products and still guaranteed a reasonable profit margin, and illumination!

PPPPParadigm Shift aradigm Shift aradigm Shift aradigm Shift aradigm Shift (computer game); Released March 1st, 2005
- Game-play designed by two leading Ellipsis programmers, with assistance from other team members on concepts,

music, packaging, layout and user interface.
- Chosen because it employed the wide-range of  members’ skills as well as being appropriate to our desired company

identity.
- Prices at £5 each based on market research performed by members and accounting for salaries for key production

team members while also guaranteeing a reasonable profit margin.
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PrPrPrPrProduct Deoduct Deoduct Deoduct Deoduct Devvvvvelopmentelopmentelopmentelopmentelopment
As with any product, our initial product nature and conception were not perfect.  Thus, each product underwent a series of
developments over the course of  the company program to maximize its market capabilities.

MinitorMinitorMinitorMinitorMinitorccccchhhhh
Our first attempts to manufacture each Minitorch
individually were found to be significantly inefficient,
so we developed a construction line, where each
member carried out one task developing a special skill,
speeding up the process and improving quality.

While this increased the efefefefefffffficiencicienciciencicienciciencyyyyy of  the process,
the construction was still afflicted with a considerable
failure rate (about 10%).  In order to reduce this, we
developed a Product Testing Circuit Board (to test
each component so that if  one was faulty, we did not
connect it with functional components, resulting in
their wwwwwastagastagastagastagastageeeee).

We also improved the fundamental design of  the
Minitorch by scratching the electrodes (so that the
components connected together more easily resulting
in a lower failure rate) on account of  research into
improvement performed by a portion of  the Board
of  Directors.  These precautions reduced our failure
rate to only 1%.  Another improvement was that, as
part of  our attempt to market the Minitorch in a
wider market, we improved the design and packaging
of  the Minitorch, in order to make it more
presentable.

PPPPParadigm Shiftaradigm Shiftaradigm Shiftaradigm Shiftaradigm Shift
Having learnt from our experiences with the Minitorch, we realized the importance of  appropriately presenting and
packaging our product, so we organized a design team who devoted substantial effort to the presentation of  the
product.  Furthermore, to ensure that the released version was free of  faults by conducting an extensive beta testing
period, after which we submitted comments on the game and improved any perceived difficulties.

MarkMarkMarkMarkMarketing: Campaigns and Eveting: Campaigns and Eveting: Campaigns and Eveting: Campaigns and Eveting: Campaigns and Eventsentsentsentsents
Campaigns
We marketed the Minitorch as an event specific product:

- Posters and roaming sales-teams brought the Minitorch into the public eye at various events.
- We made a move to exploit the Christmas Market by marketing the Minitorch as a “stocking stuffer” at various

Christmas events.
- We were careful to adhere to Health and Safety Guidelines by marking the Minitorch as a potential hazard if  shone

for excessive periods of  time into peoples’ eyes or if  swallowed, so we carefully outlined that it should be used with
care and not by children under the age of  three.

The Safety Label attached to each Minitorch
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The Computer Game, Paradigm Shift, was marketed on a wider scale:
- Primarily, a “teaser” campaign, or one in which little reference was made

to the name or aspects of  the product was made, in order to heighten
anticipation for the aforementioned product’s release.

- This was followed by an aggressive marketing campaign in the few days
leading up to the release of  the game.

- Promotions, such as demonstrating the game by use of  a screen and
projector in public places, were also used to maximize demand and
awareness of  the product.

- Packaging was developed to include images and text describing and
advertising the game, to increase its appeal.

EvEvEvEvEvents:ents:ents:ents:ents:
We attended a number of  events where we were able to sell our products:

1 of the 6 Teaser Posters Used

“Redefining Fun” was the main theme around our marketing campaign on the release of the game
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As for the future, we still retain some outstanding stock of  Paradigm Shift which we hope to utilise to broaden our marketing
efforts.  This effort should be augmented by the considerable acclaim we have received for our creation.  The director of
GameLab, one of  the leaders in game
development, reviewed it. “Paradigm
Shift is high on engagement with a strong
user interface.  It hits the curIt hits the curIt hits the curIt hits the curIt hits the currrrrrententententent
fffffashion fashion fashion fashion fashion for ror ror ror ror retretretretretro-go-go-go-go-gaming perfaming perfaming perfaming perfaming perfectlectlectlectlectlyyyyy.....  An
impressive product and incredible value
for money.”

4.4.4.4.4. Business GoalsBusiness GoalsBusiness GoalsBusiness GoalsBusiness Goals
At the beginning of  the program we set ourselves a number of  business goals that we hoped to achieve.

1. Create a product that we could market successfully
This goal we feel we have undoubtedly achieved; in fact, we have successfully created and sold twtwtwtwtwo o o o o products with success.
Our products have generated a good public response, and we have sold a substantial amount of  each, and we did so with
new, original products, designed and marketed by ourselves.
2. Achieve a total profit of  £1000 post YE VAT
Whether or not we will achieve this by liquidation remains to be seen, but we are certainly on our way.  Supposing we are
able to sell around two-thirds of  our remaining stock we should be able to achieve this goal and, while it will be difficult,
every member of  Ellipsis is devoting significant energy to achieving this goal by liquidation.  We were aware how difficult
this goal would be to achieve when we set it, but we set it out of  hope that it would give us substantial amounts of  money
to donate to Greenhouse and Young Enterprise, while still giving us room to reward our Directors and shareholders
accordingly.
3. Sell Our Product in Local Stores Administered by Impartial Third Parties
We set this goal as the ability for a product to be sold by independent salesmen was identified early as the sign of  a truly
spectacular product, which we wanted ours to be.  While we have not yet received any purchasing offers for products, we
have approached numerous stores and have recently received some promising details on how to contact their Head
Offices or relevant departments
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5.5.5.5.5. LeLeLeLeLegggggal and Ral and Ral and Ral and Ral and Reeeeegulatorgulatorgulatorgulatorgulatory Infy Infy Infy Infy Infororororormationmationmationmationmation
Ellipsis is a Young Enterprise company and was registered on the 23rd September 2004 in London with company number
L0601CP0526855. Ellipsis is also covered under the National Headquarters Insurance Scheme Master Policy number 27/
SZ/12741952/03.

LeLeLeLeLegggggal and Financial Supporal and Financial Supporal and Financial Supporal and Financial Supporal and Financial Supporttttt
We have two Financial Advisors

Mr. Andrew Wilson of  Unity Publishing (telephone: 07710394444)
Mr. Nigel Houghton of  Oriel Consultancy (telephone: 07813066252)

They observe the running of  the meetings and make suggestions as to how the company can improve on various aspects.

Banking fBanking fBanking fBanking fBanking for Ellipsis is withor Ellipsis is withor Ellipsis is withor Ellipsis is withor Ellipsis is with
HSBC
Young Enterprise Account at HSBC Barnes

6.6.6.6.6. YYYYYoung Enteroung Enteroung Enteroung Enteroung Enterprise Experienceprise Experienceprise Experienceprise Experienceprise Experience
All of  the company members have benefited greatly from their time at Ellipsis.

- Through the regular board meetings we have greatly improved our communication skills and our ability
work in a team. This has manifested itself  in a significant increase in the efficiency of  the board meetings.

- We have also gained a better understanding of  the business world, and of  the responsibilities companies
have to their various stakeholders.

- We have learned about the handling of  money as we have had to approach banks, lenders, investors and
potential shareholders.

- Many members, especially those involved in the sales teams, have improved their marketing and salesmanship
skills, and learned to cope with disappointment.

- During early board meetings, while deciding on a product, we developed skills to identify factors that
affected demand for products and learnt the importance of  original ideas in concepts in the modern
market.

- Finally, we have all gained valuable knowledge of  good business practice, such as appropriate documentation
and records, maintaining good relationships with business associates and ensuring wherever possible that
the company holds the rights to any relevant intellectual property.

- Conduction of  business has also taught us about business ethics and what is expected of  a company.

But above all, we, in Ellipsis have enjoyed our time working as part of  Young Enterprise.  We had the opportunity to
place ourselves in roles which many students do not get to adopt, as well as the opportunity to tackle intellectual challenges
outside of  our daily academic routine.  Every member of  Ellipsis enjoyed working as part of  a Young Enterprise Company.
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7.7.7.7.7. Financial InfFinancial InfFinancial InfFinancial InfFinancial Infororororormationmationmationmationmation
Up to December, all sales were a result of  Minitorches sold.  Trading was suspended from January to March while the
Computer Game was in the final stages of  development, and trading resumed in March with sales of  the Computer Game
(and Minitorch at select events)

End ofEnd ofEnd ofEnd ofEnd of  December (i.e. P December (i.e. P December (i.e. P December (i.e. P December (i.e. Post Minitorost Minitorost Minitorost Minitorost Minitorccccch prh prh prh prh profofofofofits etc.):its etc.):its etc.):its etc.):its etc.):

Total Sales: £943.28 (post YE VAT)
Total Purchases: £415.75 (post YE VAT)
Value of outstanding Stock: £150.00

Profit (post YE VAT and minus hire of tent, registration fee etc.):
£565.72

CurCurCurCurCurrrrrrent Financial situationent Financial situationent Financial situationent Financial situationent Financial situation (at time of  Business report
creation – values based on interim reports; trading to continue
post-publication of  Business Report):

Total Sales:      £1262.43 (post YE VAT)
Total Purchases: £490.15 (post YE VAT)
Value of outstanding Stock: £600.00

Predicted Profit (post YE VAT and minus hire of tent, registration

fee etc. including stock): £1260.47
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